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ABSTRACT

During the past one decade, the whole concern of Paper industry is to use limited chemicals and drastic cut down of costs, cost saving measures and dry run the Paper making system with just sizing chemicals and alum.

Paper industry is off balance now with environment regulations, stringent measures to make industry zero discharge. Lack of prediction and cost cutting measures putting packaging paper industry in severe problem and their cost cutting measures of one or two chemicals usage made problems to mount all of a sudden. One of the major problems faced by packaging paper industry is “Cracking” due to usage of deteriorated recycled fibers and increased usage of starch to compensate for the strength.

Cracking problem in packaging paper is a serious concern for liner kraft and board manufacturers because of their usage in packaging boxes. These boxes are expected to maintain their shapes under the packaged conditions but due to cracking issues, they can’t hold onto their shapes and open up on edges deshaping the boxes.

In this Paper, we have tried to explain the causes for cracking issues and our chemical solutions to address this problem.

Introduction

Paper industry, particularly packaging paper industry is having market, but with lower profit margins and in view of financial limitations, most of the kraft paper mills want mixed waste furnish, low quality fiber and cost effective sizing chemical with very less inputs.

Invariably they have to use starch in size press to obtain desired strength properties hence use oxidized starch from minimum 40 kg/t to maximum around 80 kg/t depending on BF/RCT/CMT/SCT requirements by their customers with limited ingredients.

Mostly mill people feel that starch is ultimate for everything and dump it in size press with or without much need. Acidity/pH of paper, starch content, short fiber in furnish all contributing factors for loss of folding endurance, cracking problems and off machine conversion problems. Some aspects and measures for cracking issue are discussed in this paper.

Problems and Reasons:

Cracking problems in kraft paper is not just alone because of mill furnish and starch, but it can be also due to process conditions such as fiber length, moisture levels, corrugation gum composition etc. Cracking can happen in between flute and opposite to grain. During conversion of corrugation board to box, cracking problems appear. In case of multiply boards and higher gram weight boards, cracking can happen in printing process and folding of brochures etc.

Cracking problems of packaging paper are serious concern for liner kraft and board manufacturers. Kraft paper manufacturers are literally on hot plate, till their papers are converted into boxes without any cracking issues.

Various reasons are being attributed for cracking problems in kraft paper.

1. Weak fiber to fiber bonding
2. Over drying or uneven moisture
3. Flexibility and elastomeric properties of fibers which are needed for box making
4. Brittleness can be reason to over usage of starch in size press
5. Starch recipe size chemical and strong acidic conditions can make paper brittle.

Mostly people believe that inherent process conditions of liner kraft pulp result in cracking problems. Simply to overcome this and to find an immediate solution, they generally incorporate long fiber and imported NDLKC furnish which may result in higher costs of producing kraft paper which is not an ideal solution.

Some images of cracking problems as given as under:

FLUTE DIRECTION/GRAIN DIRECTION PLAYS A ROLE ON CRACKING.

Prediction of Cracking Propensity through Physical Testing:

Cracking at folds causes pages to fall out of magazines or corners of boxes to
split. The occurrence of fold cracking becomes more prevalent at low humidity and becomes worse when the ductility of surface fibers becomes diminished as may occur through application of starch coating or in the case of low freeness pulp being used in the top ply of multi-ply sheets. Increased use of recycled fibers also exacerbates the potential for cracking of sheets. An understanding of cracking mechanisms their measurement and control is desired for optimized production quality.

It is highly desirable from economic considerations to know the likelihood of a product to crack before it is shipped to a customer for converting. Below are some of the tests which are used to determine cracking problems:

- IPST CRACK ANGLE TEST
- FOLDED TENSILE STRETCH TO BREAK MEASUREMENT
- AF&PA CRACK TESTERS ARE.

Some manufacturing defects conversion like, corrugators defects, corrugators roll defects, pasting operation defects, creasing cutting and slotting defects also contribute cracking even without paper defects. But strictly speaking, problem can be at other end also that is consumer end, which is never discussed. It is true that dextrin and gluies added for corrugation is also culprit for edge cracking and during crease in box folding process. So this problem requires a holistic solution at paper maker’s end to ensure that cracking issue doesn’t originate at their end.

**INNOVATIVE SOLUTION TO ADDRESS CRACKING PROBLEM:**

We offer a two pronged approach to address this cracking issue in kraft paper:

1. **Optimise Starch Usage:**
   - Our first focus should be to look for optimizing starch usage while not compromising strength properties to address the cracking issues. One of the options is to use of Starch grafted DSR in minimizing the starch usage while maintaining strength properties.

2. **Enhance Fiber Elasticity:**

   - **IPST CRACK ANGLE TEST**
   - **FOLDED TENSILE STRETCH TO BREAK MEASUREMENT**
   - **AF&PA CRACK TESTERS ARE.**

   - We have a proprietary product called “Anti-Craking Aid” which can be added to size press tank which when comes in contact with fiber increases its elasticity and also helps in maintaining the moisture levels by making a protective layer on the paper surface. The more elastic fiber and stable moisture will help in preventing the cracking.

**Solution:**

Maxim team first analyzed the boxes with cracking issues to identify the main source of the problem and identified that problem was at paper mill’s end only. So the solution offered by Maxim was to use a Starch Additive, in Starch cooker at 150g/T and Anticraking Aid at 1 Kg/T in Size Press. A program comprising of these two products helped mill to address cracking issue successfully.

**CONCLUSION:**

The cracking issue, one of the ongoing serious issues faced by packaging industry, can be attributed to usage of high levels of starch, deteriorated recycled furnish and other process related conditions. This problem can be mostly addressed by optimizing starch usage levels and increasing fiber elasticity besides maintaining a optimum moisture levels.